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DISCLAIMER

Nothing in this presentation represents an official view 

or position of any part of the U.S. government, nor of 

any private corporation, nor of the Pittsburgh 

Supercomputing Center nor of Carnegie Mellon 

University. All errors are my own. 
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The Data Exacell (DXC) 

Data Infrastructure Building Blocks for Integrating 

Analytics with Data Management

• NSF Data Infrastructure Building Blocks (DIBBs) award 

#1261721

• A pilot project to create, deploy and test software and 

hardware implementing functionalities specifically designed 

to support data-analytic capabilities for data intensive 

scientific research

• Based on: Data Supercell (DSC), Sherlock,Blacklight

• Pilot applications having diverse data analytic requirements 

motivate, test, and demonstrate DXC’s capabilities
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The Data Supercell (DSC)

• A PSC-developed, groundbreaking,

disk-based data management solution

for low cost, high bandwidth, low latency,

high reliability, and high capacity

• As cost-effective as tape

Bandwidth ~ 24× better than tape

Latency ~10,000× better than tape

Scalable

• Highly secure

• Highest reliability for petascale storage

– Enhancements beyond standard RAID

– Options for geographical redundancy

– Optimize data replication and data movement
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• Pilot applications in data-intensive research areas are 

being used to motivate, test, demonstrate and improve

building blocks within the DXC project.

• Pilot applications are selected according to their ability to 

advance research through some combination of:

– Big Data: high data variety, velocity, and/or volume

– Novel approaches to data management or organization

– Novel approaches to data integration and fusion

– Integration of data analytic components into workflows

– Complementarity to existing DXC pilot applications

• For each, a PSC specialist works closely with the research 

group to formulate and implement an effective solution.

Pilot Applications
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• The DXC project began with three pilot applications:

– Pittsburgh Genome Resource Repository (PGRR): genomics

– Galaxy: a workflow framework with applications to various fields, 

especially bioinformatics

– National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO): distributed 

analytics

• 16 additional pilot applications have been added due to:

– Identification of additional, distinct opportunities to gain experience 

with data-analytics communities and generate additional software 

building blocks

– Preparing for Bridges: nurturing communities and expanding the 

software environment

– Intense community interest: enabling research

Pilot Applications
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Pilot Applications (1)

Project PI PI Affiliation Users

1 Radio Astronomy
- Astronomical Image Processing 

System (AIPS)

David Halstead
- Joe Masters

NRAO
- NRAO

4
2

2 Galaxy Anton Nekrutenko Penn State 3

3 Pittsburgh Genome Resource 

Repository (PGRR)

Rebecca Crowley U. of Pittsburgh 4

4 World History Data Center Vladimir 

Zadorozhny

University of 

Pittsburgh

2

5 Event Detection in Multimedia Alexander 

Hauptmann

CMU 16

6 Data-Driven Discovery and 

Innovation in Education

Kenneth R. 

Koedinger

CMU 5
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Pilot Applications (2)

Project PI PI Affiliation Users

7 Causal Modeling and Discovery Gregory Cooper University of 

Pittsburgh

17

8 Solving Large Sequential Two-

Person Zero-Sum Games of 

Imperfect Information 

Tuomas 

Sandholm

CMU 3

9 Twitter Data Collection for 

Epidemiology

Brian Primack U. Of Pittsburgh 4

10 Imaging Trafficking and Signaling 

in Living Cells

Manojkumar

Puthenveedu

CMU 3

11 GenePattern Hosted Server Michael Reich Broad Institute 7

12 Recognizing Textual Entailment J. Vega Riveros U. of Puerto Rico,

Mayaguez

3
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Pilot Applications (3)

Project PI PI Affiliation Users

13 Character Gender and Genre in 

19th-Century Fiction 

Matthew L. 

Jockers

U. of Nebraska

at Lincoln

4

14 Clustering Medieval Slavic 

Miscellany Manuscripts and 

Aligning the Rus’ Primary Chronicle 

David Birnbaum U. of Pittsburgh 1

15 Mining the Cloud of Witness:

A Network Analysis of Medieval 

Christian Iconography 

Thomas Lombardi Washington and 

Jefferson College

1

16 Decomposing Bodies Alison Langmead U. of Pittsburgh 1

17 PyLing (Pitt Python Linguistics) Na-Rae Han U. of Pittsburgh 6

18 Digital Humanities Projects Elisa Beshero-

Bondar 

U. of Pittsburgh 2

19 Rhetorical Text Analysis David Kaufer CMU 3
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Summary

• The Data Exacell tightly couples analytic engines with 

an innovative storage architecture to meet the 

requirements of diverse data-analytic applications.

• Pilot applications are being used to motivate, test and 

harden DXC functionality.

• Through the DXC, we are creating hardware and 

software data infrastructure building blocks that will 

complement XSEDE resources of today and tomorrow.
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A Brief Introduction
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Pittsburgh is a city of bridges: from its history in steel to its leadership in

computer science and biotechnology, between diverse neighborhoods housing

its many universities, and at PSC, from science-inspired national

cyberinfrastructure to researchers’ breakthroughs.

Bridges will be a new XSEDE resource that will integrate advanced memory

technologies to empower new communities, bring desktop convenience to HPC,

connect to campuses, and intuitively express data-intensive workflows.
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The $9.65M Bridges acquisition is made 

possible by National Science Foundation 

(NSF) award #ACI-1445606:

Bridges: From Communities and Data to 

Workflows and Insight 

HP is delivering Bridges
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Integrating with the National

Advanced Cyberinfrastructure Ecosystem

Bridges will be a new resource on 

XSEDE and will interoperate with

other XSEDE resources, Advanced

Cyberinfrastructure (ACI) projects,

campuses, and instruments nationwide.

Data Infrastructure 

Building Blocks (DIBBs)

‒ Data Exacell (DXC)

‒ Other DIBBs projects

Other ACI projects

Green Bank Telescope,
National Radio
Astronomy Observatory

Reconstructing brain 
circuits from high-
resolution electron 
microscopy

High-throughput genome sequencers

Temple University’s new Science, 
Education, and Research Center

Carnegie Mellon University’s Gates 
Center for Computer Science

Examples:
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Meeting Research 
Needs – Examples

Scaling research questions beyond the laptop

From individual researchers to teams & collaborations

Cross-domain analyses

Shared data collections & related analysis tools

Workflows – HPC power without the programming

Large-memory applications and in-memory databases

Optimization & parameter sweeps

Powerful collections of application & tools

Modern, widely-used software environments
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Potential Applications

• Recognizing events and enabling search for videos

• Understanding how the brain is connected from EM data

• Addressing societal issues from social media data

• Finding causal relationships underlying various diseases

• Analyzing large bodies of work in the digital humanities

• Improving the effectiveness of organ donation networks

• Agent-based modeling for epidemiology

• Assembling large genomes and metagenomes

• Cross-observational analyses in astronomy & other sciences

• Analysis of financial markets and policies

• Data integration for history, political science & cultural studies
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Objectives and Approach

• Bring HPC to nontraditional users

and research communities

• Allow high-performance computing

to be applied effectively to big data

• Bridge to campuses to ease access

and provide burst capability

• Leveraging PSC’s expertise with shared

memory, Bridges will feature three tiers of

large, coherent shared-memory nodes.

• Bridges will leverage its large memory for

interactivity and to seamlessly support

applications through virtualization, gateways, familiar and 

productive programming environments and data-driven workflows.

EMBO Mol Med (2013) DOI: 10.1002/emmm.201202388: 
Proliferation of cancer-causing mutations throughout life

Alex Hauptmann et. al.: Efficient large-scale
content-based multimedia event detection 
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User-Friendly HPC and Data Analytics

• Interactivity is the feature most frequently requested by 

nontraditional HPC communities and for doing data analytics and 

testing hypotheses.

• Gateways and tools for gateway building will provide

easy-to-use access to Bridges’ HPC and data resources.

• Database and web server nodes will provide persistent databases 

to enable data management, workflows, and distributed 

applications.

• High-productivity programming languages & environments will let 

users scale familiar applications and workflows.

• Virtualization will allow users to bring their particular environments 

and provide interoperability with clouds.
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Interactivity

• Interactivity is the feature most

frequently requested by

nontraditional HPC communities.

• Interactivity provides immediate

feedback for doing exploratory

data analytics and testing hypotheses.

• Bridges will offer interactivity through a combination of 

virtualization for lighter-weight applications and 

dedicated nodes for more demanding ones.
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Gateways and Tools for Building Them

Gateways will provide easy-to-use access to Bridges’ 

HPC and data resources, allowing users to launch jobs, 

orchestrate complex workflows and manage data from 

their web browsers.

Download sites for MEGA-6 (Molecular 
Evolutionary Genetic Analysis),
from www.megasoftware.net

Interactive pipeline creation in 
GenePattern (Broad Institute)

Col*Fusion portal for the systematic 
accumulation, integration, and utilization 

of historical data, from 
http://colfusion.exp.sis.pitt.edu/colfusion/
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Virtualization and Containers

Users will be able to import their entire 

computational environments into

Bridges, conferring ease of

use, reproducibility and

interoperability with

cloud services.
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High-Productivity Programming

Bridges will feature high-productivity programming 

languages and tools on which many nontraditional 

communities depend.
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Hadoop Ecosystem

• Bridges will provide acceleration

for Hadoop applications running

on its 128GB nodes.

• Large memory will be great for Spark.
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High-Level Architecture
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High-Performance, Data-Intensive Computing

• Three tiers of large, coherent shared memory nodes

• The latest Intel® Xeon® CPUs

• NVIDIA® Tesla® dual-GPU accelerators

Memory per

node

Number of 

nodes Example applications

12 TB Several Genomics, machine learning, graph analytics, other 

extreme-memory applications

3 TB Tens Virtualization & interactivity including large-scale 

visualization & analytics; mid-spectrum memory-

intensive jobs

128 GB Hundreds Execution of most components of workflows, 

interactivity, Hadoop and capacity computing
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Database and Web Server Nodes

• Dedicated database nodes will power persistent 

relational and NoSQL databases

– Support data management and data-driven workflows

– SSDs for high IOPs; RAIDed HDDs for high capacity

• Dedicated web server nodes

– Enable distributed, service-oriented architectures

– High-bandwidth connections to XSEDE and the Internet

(examples)
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Data Management

• A very large, shared, high-performance filesystem

– Visible to all nodes

– Large datasets, community repositories 

• Distributed storage

– Enhance application portability

– Improve overall system performance

– Improve performance consistency to the shared filesystem

• Accelerated Hadoop for applications and databases
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Intel® Omni-Path Architecture Fabric

• Omni-Path will connect all nodes and the shared 

filesystem, providing Bridges and its users with:

– The highest-bandwidth internal network

– Valuable optimizations for MPI and other communications

– Early access to this new, important, forward-looking

technology
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Bridges and the Data Exacell :

A Valuable Engineering Lifecycle

• Hardware and software “building blocks” developed at PSC through 

the DXC pilot project will enable new application architectures on 

Bridges and convenient, high-performance data movement 

between Bridges and users, campuses and instruments.

• Bridges and DXC will

provide complementary

roles for production and

application prototyping.

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Upward arrows:
• Software 

development, 
selection, and 
configuration

• Certain elements 
of hardware 
configuration

Data Exacell
(pilot project: data infrastructure building blocks)

BridgesDownward arrows:
• New science and 

application requirements 
from nontraditional
HPC researchers 

Production →Acquisition

Target Dates
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Bridges Target Schedule

• Acquisition

– Began December 2014

– Construction to begin October 2015

• Will allow for including important new technologies

– Early user period in late 2015

• Production

– January 2016
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